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Elo GPS 2.0: The Next Generation in Connected Dealer Services’ Dealership
Lot Management and Vehicle Recovery Platform Has Arrived

Elo GPS 2.0 is an upgraded dealer lifecycle management platform that is used as a business
intelligence tool with easily consumable data and insights complete with visual charts and
graphs.

IRVINE, Calif. (PRWEB) April 13, 2020 -- The next evolution in Connected Dealer Services’ (CDS) Elo GPS
Lot Management platform is here. Elo GPS 2.0 brings their customers enhanced usability with a redesigned
user interface (UI) that will bring more data and insights to CDS’ automotive dealership partners.

Elo GPS is a vehicle and lot management solution that lets users know everything about their car in real-time.
While the vehicle is on the dealership’s lot, Elo GPS helps improve the customer’s test drive experience by
easily managing vehicle location and alerting service departments to low battery and fuel levels. The tool also
helps the dealership protect against vehicle theft with its stolen vehicle recovery feature that comes standard.

The Inventory Control Panel and Dealer Dashboard features of the web UI received a major facelift in the new
2.0 platform upgrade. The Inventory Control Panel gives users access to vehicle search and location mapping,
geofences, device reports, and more all at their fingertips. The Dealer Dashboard functions as a business
intelligence tool with the ability to create customizable chart and graph widgets based on any data point within
the system. This allows each unique Dealership to make the platform work for them and take the guesswork out
of managing and servicing their vehicle inventory while also monitoring device sales and installations.

CDS President & Head of Product Development, Shane Wilson says, “we’re really excited to launch this new
Elo GPS 2.0 platform as the first update of many in a line of enhancements and value-added services CDS has
in store for 2020.” Stay tuned.

About Connected Dealer Services
Connected Dealer Services (CDS) is a new cloud-based, connected GPS technology company targeting
progressive new car dealership across the U.S. CDS’ primary focus is providing New Car Automotive Dealers
with custom designed GPS-based management tools and services that help dealers optimize operations, reduce
cost and drive more profits. Its GPS Dealer Inventory Management System is engineered exclusively for new
car dealers. The system helps auto dealers protect their vehicle assets, manage inventory, reduce costs, improve
service retention and provide a value-added profit center at the point of sale.
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Contact Information
Joanna Schmitt
Connected Dealer Services
http://www.connecteddealerservices.com
+1 855.210.2430 Ext: 708

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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